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Summary
While delivering successful SAP projects for
almost 20 years, Auritas developed tools that
work seamlessly with SAP solutions to extend
and enhance existing functionality.
Auritas solutions for SAP Business Technology
Platform (BTP) enhance the SAP data
management process by identifying and
automating key steps to reduce the overall
database footprint. With Auritas solutions for
SAP BTP, organizations running SAP on either
HANA or non-HANA platforms can address all
their SAP document and data management
requirements for storing and viewing
information seamlessly.

DATA ASSIST by Auritas
• Sizing: Identify how much your SAP
database can be reduced with itemized
archiving objects.
• Scheduling: Automate archiving of historical
data with dynamic scheduling and extended
functionality.
• SAP Document Management and Retention
Management: Manage storage of
unstructured information in BTP and define
its retention requirements.

Objectives
• Control the SAP database size and growth of
on-premise and/or cloud systems.
• Automate the archiving process to keep the
SAP database sizes in check.
• Provide seamless access to data and
documents through FIORI Apps and SAP GUI
• Incorporate Retention Compliance on SAP
Business Technology Platform (BTP)..
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Benefits
• Data Volume Management: Right-size the
database and reduce storage and
management costs.
• System Migration and Decommissioning:
Organize data that needs to be retained and
retire legacy systems.
• Legal Readiness: Reduce cost and risk of
electronic discovery and regulatory
compliance.
• Cloud Architecture Flexibility: Enable Data
storage and accessibility, portability,
preservation, easy access and lower TCO.
Learn more
Call your SAP representative or visit us online
at www.sap.com and www.auritas.com
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Auritas solutions on SAP BTP assists SAP
customers in optimizing the amount of data
stored in production and archiving systems.

and keep it accessible to business users,
without inheriting any infrastructure.

Customers are able to make better, costeffective choices around storage and
performance by having tiered storage
locations based on the age of the data.
Key benefits of planning and implementing a
data volume management (DVM) strategy
include right-sizing production databases,
optimizing in-memory computing power and
reducing data-related total cost of ownership
(TCO) throughout the life cycle of data
retention within SAP systems.
Implementing these strategies helps
accelerate ROI when migrating to platforms
like SAP S4/HANA. Customers can leverage
cost-effective locations to move legacy data

With simple cloud-based services
subscriptions from Auritas and SAP,
customers can move information directly to
cloud storage where it remains easily
accessible to SAP users. Data and Documents
archived into BTP are accessible through
native business applications (SAP GUI, Fiori,
Reports). Storing in SAP-supported BTP
locations also retains the original context of
transactions.
Business users gain improved performance
from their production systems and can access
historical transactions seamlessly. This unified
experience allows users to accelerate the
satisfaction they deliver to customers,
suppliers, and employees.

“Advanced data management dramatically reduced our SAP ERP
database size by 55% - We look forward to our next project with
Auritas” - IT Project Manager, US Utility Company
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